Student Interactive Notebooks should include:

Introduction to the Civil War
- Newscast Reflection
- Superhero Venn Diagram
- Super hero reflection

The Cultural Divide
- North/South map
- Cultural differences DBI note catcher
- Compare and contrast essay draft
- Compare and contrast essay final
- Compare and contrast essay rubric

The Struggle Over Slavery
- North opinion paragraph
- South opinion paragraph
- Slavery DBI notecatcher
- Socratic Seminar prep sheet
- Socratic Seminar coaching guide
- Poem – Slavery caused
- Section rubric

A Nation At War
- Effects of Compromise reflection
- Three events that helped to cause the Civil War
- Advantages T-chart
- RAFT
- KWL chart – Mackey’s visit
- Gettysburg Address
- Gettysburg Address critique
- section rubric

Glossary
- North
- South
- region
- sectionalism
- slavery
- Underground Railroad
- urban
- rural
- resistance
- rebellion
- compromise
- territory
- advantage
- disadvantage
strategy
volunteer
draft